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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT

SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF THE UNITED
EFFORT PLAN TRUST, (Dated November
9, 1942, Amended April 10, 1946, and
Amended and Restated on November 3,
1998); and its TRUSTEES, including known
trustees TRUMAN BARLOW, WARREN
JEFFS, LEROY JEFFS, WINSTON
BLACKMORE, JAMES ZITTING and
WILLIAM E. JESSOP a/k/a WILLIAM E.
TIMPSON AND DOE TRUSTEES I
THROUGH IX.

OBJECTION TO THE SETTLEMENT
PROPOSALS SUBMITTED BY THE
UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL AND
THE FLDS CHURCH  

Civil No. 053900848

Judge Denise P. Lindberg

1.  INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF THE NEED FOR CONTINUED
     JUDICIAL INTERVENTION 

On the surface, the petitions filed in this Court  by the Utah and Arizona Attorneys General

in May of 2005 were necessary to protect the United Effort Plan Trust (“Trust”) from two tort

lawsuits.  A deeper look into the Trust, however, caused this Court to prepare the Reformed
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Declaration of Trust of the United Effort Plant Trust (“Reformed Trust Declaration”) to eliminate

the Trust’s illegal purposes.  Prior to reformation, the Trust facilitated the FLDS Church’s spiritual

marriage practices, which, in addition to bigamy, often involve underage spiritual marriages and

other forms of child abuse.  This facilitation was accomplished largely by the Trust’s control over

almost all of the homes in the boarder towns of Hildale, Utah and Colorado City, Arizona and the

FLDS community in Canada where the FLDS primarily reside.  The Trust’s reformation, however,

was historical and with it came the ability of increasing numbers of Trust participants to avoid illegal

activities through religious compulsion.

Now, several years after this Court first undertook its work to protect the Trust and its

participants—and without any explanation as to why FLDS Trust participants should be allowed to

mount a collateral attack on this Court’s decisions after having chosen to exercise their religious

right to answer this Court nothing for more than three years, the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter Day Saints (“FLDS Church”), which itself is not a Trust participant, has attempted

to appeared through three FLDS litigants and as many or more law firms to regain control over the

Trust.  To prevent that potential ultimate result, which would violate the Utah and United States

Constitutions, undermine the Reformed Trust Declaration, violate trust law, betray those Trust

participants who have already relied on the Reformed Trust Declaration, result in the use of Trust

property for illegal purposes, and offend all notions of equity, the Original Interested Individuals join

the Response and Objection of the Arizona Attorney General to Settlement Proposal Submissions,

dated June 30, 2009, with respect to the specific objections raised as to the settlement proposed by

the Utah Attorney General and what is undoubtedly the FLDS Church.   
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Specifically, the Original Interested Individuals respectfully submit that to the extent control

over homes on Trust land is allowed to revert to the FLDS Church through the Utah Attorney

General’s proposed settlement or any other proposed mechanism, the religiously neutral Reformed

Trust Declaration will be nullified, a new UEP Trust—albeit known by another name—will become

an  instrument of the FLDS Church, and the former illegal purposes of the Trust will recommence

once again.  

2.  BACKGROUND ON HOW FLDS CHURCH CONTROL OVER TRUST 
     LAND AND HOMES SERVES ILLEGAL PURPOSES 

A central tenet of the FLDS Church is the practice of polygamy in which favored males are

spiritually wedded to multiple wives.   These spiritual marriages are commanded without regard to

the laws of the land and once commanded, spiritual marriages often involve bigamy, underage

marriage and/or incest.  Thus, what the FLDS Church considers to be a “commandment from God”

often results in what the rest of society recognizes as “child rape.”  Although these spiritual

marriages are shrouded under a cloak of religious belief, in practice they are unlawful and

constitutionally unprotected.  

To facilitate FLDS marriage practices, which necessarily require women to outnumber men,

church leaders have historically pursued various schemes to further the practice through their control

over the Trust and trust participant’s homes.  For example, to ease the mathematical inequality

between females and males, FLDS leaders have long employed a practice of reducing the surplus

male population by expelling boys and young men from their homes.  Beginning in the late 1990s,

the expulsions of boys became increasingly aggressive to accommodate greater numbers of unlawful

marriages.  



The plaintiffs were Richard Jessop Ream, Thomas Samuel Steed, Don Ronald Fischer, Dean1

Joseph Barlow, Walter Scott Fischer and Richard Gilbert.  The lawsuit became known as the "Lost
Boys" case.  The plaintiffs hoped to help other FLDS young men who had been and would be
similarly expelled from their families and homes on Trust land.  Rather than take monetary
judgments, the plaintiffs elected to pursue five non-monetary objectives.  The first was to help
separate the Trust from the FLDS Church so that FLDS leaders could no longer use the Trust as an
effective tool to force parents to expel their boys. 
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In August of 2004, six young men  filed a lawsuit in the Third Judicial District Court (Ream1

v. Jeffs, Civil No. 040918237) against the Trust, the FLDS Church and Warren Jeffs to address this

form of child abuse.  Earlier, in July of 2004, Brent Jeffs had filed a lawsuit (Jeffs v. Jeffs, Civil No.

04091585) against the same defendants to address another form of abuse often occurring but almost

never reported within the FLDS: child molestation.  

These seven plaintiffs recognized that control over the Trust had to be removed from the

FLDS Church as a critical first step in limiting the ability of church leaders to harm children.

Accordingly, on February 17, 2005, these plaintiffs jointly petitioned the Honorable Stephen L. Roth,

in the matter of Jeffs v. Jeffs, to suspend the Trust’s trustees on grounds that the Trust was not

defending against their tort cases and thus were breaching their fiduciary duties to the Trust.  Judge

Roth declined to replace the trustees through the tort cases, but suggested that the Utah Attorney

General file a probate action for that purpose.  As a result, this probate action was commenced on

May 26, 2005, joined by Arizona and others, including the Original Interested Individuals, and was

eventually assigned to the Honorable Denise P. Lindberg.

Subsequently, this Court was required to consider whether the Trust could be reformed.  At

the outset, this Court observed that it could “only [maintain] the Trust’s legitimate and legal

purposes.”  Memorandum Decision dated December 13, 2005 at ¶ 25.  The Court went on to identify
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the two purposes of the Trust: (1) “to preserve and advance the religious doctrines and goals of the

[FLDS Church];” and (2) “to provide for Church members according to their wants and their needs,

insofar as their wants are just.”  Id. at ¶ 31.  This Court then stated that the first purpose could not

be incorporated into a reformed Trust document, as the FLDS Church’s “religious doctrines and

goals” include illegal practices.  Id. at 33.  

In deciding to reform the Trust, the Court elaborated and clarified that the Trust would have

failed had its sole purpose been to promote the practice of “polygamy, bigamy, or sexual activity

between adults and minors . . . even in the name of sincerely-held religious beliefs.”  Id. at ¶ 33

(emphasis added).  The special fiduciary, on behalf of the Trust, responded to this Court’s

Memorandum Decision by submitting a formal memorandum in which it concurred:  “The structure

of the [reformed] Trust shall not benefit, advocate or facilitate illegal practices including, but not

limited to, polygamy, bigamy, or sexual activity between adults and minors.”  See Special

Fiduciary’s Response to the Court’s Memorandum Decision Regarding Reformation of the Trust at

8.  Thereafter, the Trust was reformed by this Court to eliminate its illegal purposes.

The need to reform the Trust to remove permanently its illegal religious purpose was

highlighted by another tort case (MJ v. Jeffs, Civil No. 070916524) brought by Elissa Wall against

Warren Jeffs, the FLDS Church and the Trust.  The MJ case addresses yet another form of FLDS

child abuse—underage spiritual marriage—based on Elissa Wall’s illegal marriage and rape which

began when she was 14 and continued for nearly four years.  Extensive evidence accumulated in the

MJ case—pending before the Honorable Sandra Peuler, and of which this Court may have already



 The FLDS Church is a religious movement that has also been known, for example, as the2

“Work” or “Priesthood Work,” and the Work or Priesthood Work has also been known as the
“United Effort Plan”and the “United Effort Plan Trust.”   Other names have also been employed by
adherents of this religious movement.
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taken judicial notice—not only confirms why this Court had to reform the Trust, but why the FLDS

Church now desperately seeks to regain control over it: because it was (and may yet be) the best

means for facilitating the FLDS Church’s child abuse practices.

3.  THE FLDS CHURCH AND THE TRUST WERE ONE AND THE SAME 

Regardless of the names used in the past to describe the FLDS Church and the Trust, they

have historically been one and the same united to accomplish the same religious purposes.   This was2

admitted to this Court by former legal counsel for the FLDS Church.  On October 8, 2008, at a

hearing on a motion to disqualify former counsel, attorney Raymond Scott Berry represented that his

years of experience “with the FLDS Church and the United Effort Plan actually precedes [Rodney]

Parker’s and . . . so I have a substantial amount of experience with these entities.”  See Transcript

of Motion Hearing attached hereto as Exhibit A at 78.  He then explained the relationship between

the FLDS Church and the Trust: “the UEP was used as an element, it was basically a program of this

church.  That’s all it was.  I hate to say this, but it was sort of window dressings on the functions of

this church.”  Id. at 79.  

Numerous additional admissions related to the single nature and purpose of the FLDS Church

and the Trust are contained in two requests to take judicial notice, originally filed in the MJ case,

which are attached hereto as Exhibits B and C.   These admissions merely supplement the 1,400 or

so pages of documentary evidence previously filed in MJ, which confirm that in all respects the

FLDS Church and the Trust were inseparable until this Court necessarily intervened on behalf of
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Trust participants and assumed control of the Trust.  That evidence is summarized in the

memorandum attached hereto as Exhibit D, including at pages xii through xx.  Rather than burden

this Court with hard copies of the voluminous exhibits to that memorandum, which are already on

file in case no. 070916524, the Original Interested Individuals have attach a CD to the memorandum

which contains its exhibits.  

This evidence also addresses how FLDS Church leaders have historically used their power

and control over the Trust to punish religious disobedience and compel child abuse, including

underage marriages and sexual relations between men and young girls.  Id. at xix through xxx.

Further highlighting these illegal activities, the Utah Attorney General’s Office has opened an

investigation into crimes against children based on evidence showing that underage marriage was/is

a historical and ongoing practice within the FLDS Church.  Deposition Transcript of Mark Shurtleff,

a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit E, at 5:8–17, 14:9–15:5.

Current Trust counsel, Jeffery L. Shields, has illustrated how the Trust was used to compel

underage marriages: 

It was an unlawful detainer action.  The facts are unbelievable.  Lenora Holm had a
15-year old daughter and the leadership in the community said we would like your
daughter to marry an older man, a 40-year old man and she said, yes, in an evening
meeting and during the night she couldn’t sleep.  In the morning she called and said
I can’t do this, I withdraw my consent for my 15-year old daughter to be married to
this man.  The case is in the pleadings and within five to ten minutes there was a
person knocking at her door as a representative of [the] United Effort Plan Trust
saying, because you don’t agree to the principles that we’ve espoused, you are going
to be evicted and it went to court and not surprisingly, the trust lost because of the
facts and then the trust won on appeal.  But—and this again overlaps—Mr. [Rodney]
Parker was taking the position in that case for the trust, that this is a charitable trust,
you have no right to the property, we can control who lives on this for things like
having your underage daughter married to an older man.

Transcript of Motion Hearing at 78 (emphasis added).  Mr. Shields continued:
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We have filed a lawsuit, a test case to say if you don’t pay your taxes, you don’t pay
your occupancy fees and you don’t sign the agreements, you’re not going to live on
UEP land; far different approach than a few years earlier where it was you don’t
give up your 15-year old daughter, you can’t live on UEP land.

Transcript of Motion Hearing at 78 (emphasis added).    

The lesson from FLDS history is clear.  When the FLDS Church controls the property on

which the FLDS people live, the property is used to accomplish illegal purposes.    

5.  THE NEED FOR RELIGIOUSLY NEUTRAL CONTROL OVER THE TRUST

This Court created a religiously neutral Trust document so that the Trust could no longer be

used by the FLDS Church as a tool to accomplish its illegal purposes.  The question becomes

whether the Trust should remain under religiously neutral control or whether it should now be

returned, in whole or in part, to the FLDS Church.  Even if settlements of the current FLDS litigation

could somehow be lawfully reached, returning the Trust or the control over the Trust would be

highly regrettable.  Warren Jeffs has taught:

The Lord showed me they were going to take away our lands and houses. . . .  And
I say to you brethren, no person, no court, no government, no people on the face
of the whole earth has the right or authority to bring God into question what He
has His Prophets do in the Celestial Law among His Priesthood people on His
consecrated lands.  That is what these present lawsuits and attacks are. And so the
Lord told me, ‘Answer them nothing, and don’t give them any testimony or witness.’

Training Given by President Warren S. Jeffs on the Places of Refuge to a Group of Men, dated

February 21, 2005, (“Training”) a copy of which is attached as Exhibit F at 29-30 (all emphasis in

original).  

FLDS litigants may promise that this Training no longer represents the views of the FLDS

Church; however, such a representation is anathema to the most fundamental of FLDS doctrines and

practices and would undermine the purpose for which the FLDS Church was founded: the literal



 Apart from its core beliefs in spiritual marriages, it appears that the revelation and command3

regarding “answer them nothing” may have been partially relaxed following Mr. Jeffs’ arrest in
August of 2006.  This is evident by the fact that he hired defense counsel to defend him against rape
accomplice charges in Utah.  That revelation and command seems to have been further relaxed
following the raid on the Yearning for Zion Ranch by Texas authorities in April of 2008.  That event
sparked an FLDS public relations effort and a subsequent flurry of lawsuits to regain the Trust, and
the defense of numerous FLDS leaders, some of whom have been indicted for marrying and having
sexual relations resulting in children with girls as young as 12.  
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perpetuation of celestial marriage regardless of the laws of the land.  In short, this would limit the

revelations that could be received by the FLDS prophet and turn FLDS beliefs on their head.  The

FLDS Church owes its very existence to a contempt for laws, courts and governments.  The FLDS

Church will not (and cannot) change its core beliefs about celestial or spiritual marriage.   Its only3

hope is that law enforcement agencies, courts, fiduciaries, politicians and private litigants grow tired

in the face of its various efforts to obstruct Trust administration and move on.

At Warren Jeffs’ sentencing following his September 2007 conviction, his defense lawyer

responded to a perceptive question from the Honorable James L. Shumate:

The Court: Your basic argument, Counsel, is that Mr. Jeffs’ mental state was as a
benign religious figure assisting in a relationship that was sanctioned by this
community and has been for decades?

Mr. Bugden:  . . . [Y]ou know, he didn’t originate this religion, as you say.  You
know, this—this practice of placement marriages is something that existed before
Warren Jeffs became the prophet and his father before him.  It’s a practice that has
been followed in this religious community for more than a hundred years.

Judge’s Ruling of November 20, 2007 (“Judge’s Ruling”), a copy of which is attached hereto as

Exhibit G at 26–27.  Here, defense counsel essentially suggests that courts look the other way

because this illegal conduct has already occurred for so long.  The “grandfathering” of such illegal

religious conduct, however, is obviously untenable.  If one religion can abuse its children with

impunity, any religion could claim the same right.  
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The interchange between Judge Shumate and defense counsel seems to go to the heart of the

real issue before this Court: Would a return of the Trust (which would be understandable only on the

basis of fatigue after so many years of difficult work—greatly complicated by deliberate FLDS

Church obstruction) likely facilitate the illegal practices that the Reformed Trust Declaration was

meant to eliminate?  To the extent there is any doubt about the future intentions of the FLDS Church

and whether the Court should consider any settlement that would return control over Trust land to

the FLDS Church, this Court should reflect on the FLDS Church’s conduct during the pendency of

the probate proceedings.  Even this Court’s June 2, 2009 Ruling and Order Re: Various Motions

touching just on recent conduct signals loud alarms.  

All of the settlement proposals, with the exception of MJ’s, contemplate some form of a two-

step process for returning Trust property to the FLDS Church.  Some proposals do so in bulk, others

would allow Trust participants to convey their homes back to the FLDS Church.  There is no safe

harbor in a two-step process that knowingly attempts to do what the Reformed Trust Declaration is

meant to prevent.  

Moreover, the Original Interested Individuals caution that the FLDS Church does not want

Trust land subdivided.  The subdivision of the land into lots with recordable deeds favors the self-

determination of Trust participants and does not benefit the FLDS Church’s desperate need to again

control the land.  Without a subdivision and a recordable legal description on each lot enabling Trust

participants a meaningful choice, the FLDS Church will simply assume control of their homes to

once again “advance the religious goals and doctrines of the [FLDS Church] . . . which are the
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guiding tenants by which the [former] Trustees of the [UEP] Trust shall act.”   See the Amended and

Restated Declaration of Trust of the United Effort Plan, dated November 3, 1998, at 1.  

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set fourth above the Original Interested Parties respectfully submit that any

settlement that directly or indirectly vests control of all or part of the Trust in the FLDS Church

would be unlawful and unwise.

DATED this 30th day of June, 2009.

HOOLE & KING, L.C.

____________________________________
Roger H. Hoole
Gregory N. Hoole
Attorneys for Original Interested Individuals 
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CERTIFICATION OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the 30th day of June, 2009, a true, correct and complete copy of the
foregoing was served upon the following in the manner indicated below:

 Timothy A. Bodily
Assistant Utah Attorney General
160 East 300 South, 5  Floorth

P.O. Box 140874
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-0874

_____ U.S. Mail
_____ Hand Delivery
_____ Overnight
_____ Facsimile
_____ Email

Randy S. Hunter
Assistant Utah Attorney General
160 East 300 South, 5  floorth

P.O. Box 140857
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-0857

_____ U.S. Mail
_____ Hand Delivery
_____ Overnight
_____ Facsimile
_____ Email

Jeffrey L. Shields
Zachary T. Shields
Michael D. Stranger
CALLISTER NEBEKER & 
McCULLOUGH
10 East South Temple
Gateway Tower East, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, UT 84113

_____ U.S. Mail
_____ Hand Delivery
_____ Overnight
_____ Facsimile
_____ Email

William A. Richards 
Arizona Attorney General’s Office
1275 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007-2997

_____ U.S. Mail
_____ Hand Delivery
_____ Overnight
_____ Facsimile
_____ Email

Peter Stirba
Barbara L. Townsend
STIRBA & ASSOCIATES
215 South State Street, Suite 750
P.O. Box 810
Salt Lake City, UT 84110

_____ U.S. Mail
_____ Hand Delivery
_____ Overnight
_____ Facsimile
_____ Email
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James C. Bradshaw
Mark R. Moffat
BROWN, BRADSHAW & 
MOFFAT, L.L.P.
10 West Broadway, Suite 210
Salt lake City, UT 84101

_____ U.S. Mail
_____ Hand Delivery
_____ Overnight
_____ Facsimile
_____ Email

Michael D. Zimmerman
Troy L. Booher
Katherine Carreau
SNELL & WILMER LLP
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200
Salt Lake City, UT 84101

_____ U.S. Mail
_____ Hand Delivery
_____ Overnight
_____ Facsimile
_____ Email

Kenneth A. Okazaki
JONES, WALDO, HOLBROOK &
McDONOUGH
170 South Main Street, Suite 1500
Salt Lake City, UT 84101

_____ U.S. Mail
_____ Hand Delivery
_____ Overnight
_____ Facsimile
_____ Email

____________________________________
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In addition to expelling and encouraging hundreds of young boys to leave,  FLDS leaders have

also expelled scores of men, including men whose wives and children are thereafter usually

reassigned to other men.  Those expelled are considered “apostates” and are not welcome on Trust

land by the FLDS.  Before this Court’s intervention, those who refused to leave the community were

typically harassed out by FLDS leaders and the local police force.  Fortunately, the ability to remain

in one’s homes on Trust land increased significantly after this Court placed the Trust under its

supervision.

The FLDS Church through three litigants has sued the Utah and Arizona Attorneys General,

the court-appointed fiduciary and even this Court for intervening to protect and reform the Trust and

based on that suit sought a stand down and return of the Trust or control over the Trust through

settlement.

FLDS Trust participants simply refused to participate.    However frustrating that has been,

this Court recognized and respected the FLDS Trust participants’ right to follow their prophet by

answering nothing while the Trust necessarily went through a length reformation process to eliminate

its illegal purposes.  R&O 5 AND 6 PARA. 18 Exhibit H.  Similarly, FLSD Trust participants have

refussed to cooperate in the process provided by the Court to potentially obtain their homes.     

cooperate RO 39, 

Trust liquidity crises RO 3 
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keep promises RO 3 and 19, 

obey orders, 

obey the laws of the land, 

obeys orders  that it disagrees with RO3.  

Boxes ROp11n10.  

The FLDS/FLDS Church are elusive making it unclear who we are even dealing with RO 3, 16n4,

18n6. 

Keep silent RO 18,  

Reliance on this Court’s work and promises of confidentiality RO 37 and 41

No subdivision benefits the FLDS Church

Treat apostates “severely” 

Belief of regaining control has already embolden the FLDS RO 41 

Notwithstanding this Court’s repeated admonitions and orders, the Original Interested

Individuals were excluded from all settlement discussions between the FLDS Church and the Utah

Attorney General, including their “side-bar”discussions occurring after the May 27, 2009 status

conference.  Based on the secretive conduct of those discussions, the Original Interested Individuals

 view the settlement process as tainted and the settlement proposal filed by the Utah Attorney

General as highly problematic for the reasons addressed below. 
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However frustrating it has been that FLDS Trust participants have refused to cooperate, this

Court recognized and respected the FLDS Trust participants’ right to follow their prophet by

answering nothing while the Trust necessarily went through a length reformation process to eliminate

its illegal purposes.  R&O 5 AND 6 PARA. 18 Exhibit H.  Similarly, FLSD Trust participants have

refussed to cooperate in the process provided by the Court to potentially obtain their homes.     

cooperate RO 39, 

Let the trust fulfil it purpose with MJ let the homes go back one by one to the Trust

participants through the Trust or let the Trust continue to hold the homes for the benefit of Trust

participants as contemplated by the MJ settlement.  This is the only safe harbor for all Trust

participants even tough  the FLDS Church will not regain control.


